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Abstract: The comparison of the results obtained using two methods for measuring the radio
disturbance emissions produced by compact lighting drivers in the frequency range of 30 to 300 MHz
has been presented in this paper. Any electrical and electronic equipment used within the EU must
comply with Directive 2014/30/EC and harmonised standards. For lighting equipment, the dedicated
standard is EN-IEC 55015:2019-11E. In this standard, for tests in the frequency range of 30 to 300 MHz,
two equivalent test methods are allowed for lighting drivers, i.e., the traditional method in which
disturbance emissions are measured in a semianechoic chamber SAC and the alternative CDNE
(Coupling Decoupling Network Emission) method. Each method is characterised by a different
measurement technique. For this reason, this paper aims to compare the results obtained by the two
methods and to find out whether the CDNE and SAC methods, despite the difference in measurement
technique, can be considered equivalent. The theoretical part of this study presents the results of an
analysis of the literature on the subject and the technical aspects of measuring disturbance emission
using both measurement methods. The practical part describes the construction of measurement
stands for selected LED lamps and presents the measurement results and their statistical analysis.

Keywords: LED lamp; electromagnetic compatibility; statistical analysis

1. Introduction

Nowadays, apart from traditional bulb lamps, all lighting technology equipment and
accessories are subject to the EMC Directive 2014/30/EC [1]. Going back two decades, the
primary light sources of the time were gassed, halogen, and incandescent light sources.
The second group consisted of discharge (luminescent) lamps, i.e., fluorescent lamps—
fluorescent tubes, high-pressure mercury vapour lamps, and high-pressure and low-
pressure sodium lamps. The third group of sources are incandescent–luminescent lamps,
i.e., mercury vapour, xenon, and arc lamps. Today, significant technological advances in
the production of semiconductor light sources have led to LEDs being used as full-fledged
light sources. The increasing emission powers of these sources have allowed LEDs to be
used in both outdoor and indoor general lighting, the automotive industry, large LCDs,
decorative and architectural lighting, and traffic signalling.

The significant advantages of LED lamps are their exceptional durability of up to
100,000 h of reliable operation and energy efficiency resulting from the use of modern
SMD-type, light-emitting diode LEDs.

The widespread use of LEDs in lighting technology is made possible by the high
luminous efficacy of white LEDs. Currently, LEDs with efficiencies in excess of 200 lm/W
are commercially available. LED lamps based on them have efficiencies in excess of
100 lm/W [2].

They are usually powered by direct current, so there is no flickering or pulsating
effect, and they do not emit ultraviolet radiation. They do not contain mercury in their
construction. LED drivers have high efficiency (η > 0.95 and even 0.98), and overload and
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thermal protection are included. The modern modules are compatible with intelligent
lighting systems in buildings.

Among the number of the abovementioned advantages, modern LED lamps also
have disadvantages. From the point of view of electromagnetic compatibility, a significant
problem with LED lamps is their generation of electromagnetic disturbances. This problem
was not present in the case of classic incandescent lamps. The generation of disturbance
is a consequence of DC/DC converter circuits. Electronic power supplies, which are an
integral part of an LED lamp, are used for this purpose. They range from simple converters
without a transformer through power supplies containing specialised current stabilisers
to more advanced constructions with AC/DC and DC/DC converter circuits [3]. Each
LED requires a stable constant value of voltage and a DC to operate properly regardless
of whether the LED and its circuits are powered from a DC voltage source or the 110 or
230 V mains. In order to ensure a stable value of the current flowing through the LEDs in
modern LED lamps, current stabilisers of the direct AC driver type are commonly used
as well as AC/DC and DC/DC converters in various configurations depending on the
power source and the layout of the LEDs being powered. In the case of a power supply
circuit with a direct AC driver stabiliser, the mains voltage is rectified by a Greatz bridge
and smoothed by an electrolytic capacitor connected to the bridge output. At the output of
the rectifier, a DC voltage is obtained which directly supplies the LEDs, usually connected
in one or two branches in series (applying to the lamp power). The role of the direct AC
driver current stabiliser is to maintain a constant value of the current supplying the LEDs
irrespective of fluctuations in the mains voltage. In the case of AC/DC converters, the
mains voltage is converted to DC voltage in the first phase and then converted to a voltage
with a value adapted to the layout of the LEDs being powered in the second phase. In
the case of LED lamps powered from a DC source, the supply voltage is converted in the
DC/DC converter from the value of the supply source to the voltage required to power
the LEDs. Each converter, whether AC/DC or DC/DC, must ensure that the LED supply
current is stable regardless of fluctuations and variations in AC or DC voltage [4].

If the manufacturer has not introduced appropriate EMC solutions into these power
supply systems of LED lamps, they may be a source of electromagnetic disturbance emis-
sions EMI, which may adversely affect the operation of other equipment. Given that LED
lamps and other light sources play a significant role in people’s lives, as they are used to
illuminate open spaces, thoroughfares, architectural structures, and room interiors, they
form, together with their accessories, a significant group of devices. It is estimated that
global energy consumption for lighting in 2005 was 2650 TWh, representing 19% of global
electricity consumption [5]. Compatibility requirements and the significant contribution of
lighting fixtures to electricity consumption result in this group having its own dedicated
standard: EN IEC 55015:2019-11 [6].

An analysis of the publications indicated that the problem of conducted and radiated
disturbance generation by LED lamps is significant [7–22]. As indicated by the results of
studies contained in publications [7–18], LED lamps can have a negative impact on the
operation of sensitive electronic devices: consumer, medical, IT, military, etc. In critical
cases, they can cause a sensitive device or system to lose its function or even be damaged.
The cases analysed in the publications [7–18] show how LED lamps can cause falsification
of the information transmitted in medical or IT systems. It is therefore very important
that any sensitive equipment should have an adequate level of immunity to any possible
disturbance that may occur in its operating environment and that potential sources of
disturbance located in the vicinity of such equipment should have the emission levels
specified in the adequate EMC standards.

In the search for an answer to the nagging problem regarding the equivalence of
results obtained using the SAC and CDNE methods, a number of thematic publications
on the phenomenon of radio disturbance generation by LED lamps were analysed. As
shown by the analysis of publications from the last decade [10–18,23], with the widespread
introduction of LED lamps into lighting technology, the problem of disturbance generation
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with a sufficiently broad harmonic spectrum exceeding 300 MHz was recognised. This
is reflected in the increase of the current EN IEC 55015:2019-11 [6] standard in question,
which extends the range of disturbance analysis to 1 GHz.

The analysis carried out showed that the problem regarding the compatibility of the
radio disturbance emission measurements generated by LED lamps using the SAC and
CDNE methods have described in a small number of publications [13,14]. In article [13],
the authors presented the results of the research carried out, among others, in terms of
comparing the SAC and CDNE methods. They showed that measurements obtained with
the CDNE method can give results that are discrepant with the SAC method. In the case of
publication [14], the authors compared the results obtained with the GTEM comeasurement
method with those obtained with the CDNE method, also finding significant discrepancies
between the results of one method and the other.

2. Methods of Measurement

According to the current EN IEC 55015:2019-11 standard, the analysis of radiated
disturbances generated by lighting technology components is carried out in the frequency
range of 9 kHz to 1 GHz. In the frequency band from 9 kHz to 30 MHz, the magnetic field
component generated by the test object is analysed while from 30 MHz to 1 GHz, the electric
field component is analysed. In addition, if the lamp is powered from the mains power
supply in the band from 9 kHz to 30 MHz, the level of conducted disturbances propagated
through the power supply circuits of the lamp is measured. According to the provisions
of the standard, the measurement of the radio emission of the test object can be carried
out on an open OATS (Open Test Area Site) testbed, in a semianechoic chamber SAC, in a
fully anechoic chamber FAR, a TEM chamber, or by an indirect method using a coupling
and decoupling network referred to in the standard [6] as the ‘CDNE method. While the
OATS/SAC, FAR, and TEM methods are similar to some extent, the CDNE method does
not measure the value of the electric field strength but measures the equivalent value of
the induced disturbance voltage at the terminals of the coupling/decoupling network.
According to a note in the standard [6], the CDNE method can be used in the frequency
range of 30 to 300 MHz alternatively to the previously used methods (SAC, FAR, and TEM).
This means that if the lamp under the test obtains a positive result using the CDNE method,
it can be concluded on this basis that it meets the requirements of the standard [2] in the
frequency range of 30 to 300 MHz. The limitation is that this method can be used for lamps
that have components in their circuits that generate clock signals of up to 30 MHz. Modern
LED lamps meet this criterion, as the frequencies of the DC/DC and AC/DC converters
used in LED lamps range from tens to hundreds of kilohertz.

The results obtained for a selected number of LED lamps which were obtained by
measuring each lamp first with the SAC method and then with the CDNE method have
been compared in this paper. As previously mentioned, the CDNE method was introduced
as an alternative method for testing lighting technology objects in the version of the EN
55015 standard issued in 2013. In this method, the level of the disturbance voltage generated
in total on all the power supply lines of the object under test is measured during testing at
the signal port of the CDN. The measured value of the disturbance signal is expressed in
dBµV and is related to the limit curve defined in the standard [6]. The peculiarity of this
method is that the measurement can be made in an unshielded room (which means that
the measurement does not have to be conducted in an anechoic chamber), provided that
during the tests, the level of external disturbance does not affect the measurement result.
To confirm this, a disturbance measurement should be carried out before the test in the
target configuration with the test object switched off. It is recommended that the level of a
disturbance generated by external sources should be at least 6 dB below the permissible
value. Another advantage of the CDNE method is that the test duration is considerably
shorter than that of the SAC method. In the SAC method, the electrical component of
the electric field strength, which is expressed in dBµV/m, is measured. Because the two
methods measure different types of disturbance signals, they also have different permissible
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disturbance limits. The permissible disturbance limits measured by the SAC and CDNE
methods are described in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1. Radiated disturbance limits in the frequency range 30 to 300 MHz for a measurement
distance of 3 m for the SAC method.

Frequency Range Limits, Quasi—Peak
MHz dBµV/m

30 to 230 40
230 to 300 47

Table 2. Disturbance voltage emission limits at the power supply terminals for the frequency range
30 to 300 MHz for CDNE method.

Frequency Range Limits, Quasi—Peak
MHz dBµV

30 to 100 64 do 54 x

100 to 230 54
230 to 300 61

x—The limit decreases linearly with the logarithm of the frequency.

The permissible disturbance levels in Tables 1 and 2 represent a reference limit that
cannot be exceeded by the measured values of the analysed disturbances. For both the SAC
and CDNE methods, the final disturbance level is determined using a quasipeak detector.
The characteristic features by which the two methods differ have been shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Comparison of the SAC and CDNE methods.

SAC Method CDNE Method

The electrical component of the disturbance
field strength, expressed in dBµV/m, is
measured.

The disturbance voltage is measured at the
supply terminals, which is expressed in dBµV.

Measurements are made in an anechoic
chamber. An anechoic chamber is not required.

It is time-consuming. The measurement takes
several tens of minutes.

It is a fast method. The measurement takes
several minutes.

The main advantage of the CDNE method is the relatively low cost of the test stand.
It can be used in unshielded rooms with moderate levels of RF disturbance. There is a
provision in EN-55015 that states that if a lighting device under test complies with the
requirements of the CDNE method (emission limits), that device is deemed to comply with
EN IEC—55015:2019 in the range 30 to 300 MHz. Due to the specific properties of the
CDNE method, it is important to ask whether the two methods give equal, unambiguous
results. As part of the research work, a comparative analysis was carried out for four
selected LED lamps.

3. Description of the Test Stands
3.1. SAC Method

The rules for the measurement of electromagnetic emissions are subject to strict guide-
lines as laid out in EN 55016-2-3 [21]. These are a consequence of the need to obtain
representative, repeatable measurement results. Measurements to determine the level of
disturbance emissions require the use of a certified set of apparatuses. The requirements are
specified in EN 55016-1-1 [24] and EN 55016-1-4 [25]. For the measurement of conducted
and radiated disturbance emissions, the minimum laboratory equipment required is an ane-
choic chamber equipped with appropriate technical infrastructure, a measurement receiver,
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a set of antennas, artificial networks, and structured cabling. In order to obtain meaningful,
reliable measurement results, all test bench equipment must have appropriate calibration
certificates issued by independent, notified bodies. This makes it possible to isolate the test
object and test setup from the influence of the external electromagnetic environment.

Tests using the SAC method were carried out in a 3M anechoic chamber from TDK, a
certified Seibersdorf laboratory from Austria. The chamber was equipped with a DS2000S1t-
H300 rotary table and an MA 4000-NS mast from INNCO. A setup consisting of an HK116
antenna and an ESU26 measuring receiver from Rohde & Schwarz controlled by the
EMC32 software package was used to measure the disturbance emissions. The EMC32
package enables automation of the measurement process and allows all nonlinearities
and attenuations in the measurement path, i.e., from the antenna to the input of the
measurement receiver, to be taken into account.

The LED lamp under test was placed on a table 0.8 m high and powered, as recom-
mended in the standard [6], via Ericka Fiedler’s CDN M2 artificial network. During the
measurements, the RF measuring circuit of the network was shunted with an impedance of
50 Ω. The LED lamp under test and the CDN artificial network were supplied with 230 V
AC via high-efficiency interference suppression filters (Figure 1). The socket in which the
test lamp was fitted was connected to the CDN with a 1.5 m twin-core cable. The LED lamp
under test was placed at a distance of 3 m from the HK116 measurement antenna. During
testing, the LED lamp table was rotated in 45◦ increments for a full 360◦ rotation around
its vertical axis. For each table position, emission levels were measured for the vertical
and horizontal positions of the antenna. During the measurements, the antenna position
changed from 1 to 4 m with a step of 0.5 m.
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Figure 1. Test stand for measuring the radiated disturbance emissions generated by the LED lamp
under test in the frequency range of 30 to 300 MHz using the SAC method.

3.2. CDNE Method

The required (according to [6]) test setup configuration for measuring the conducted
disturbance emission of lighting lamps in the range of 30 to 300 MHz using the CDNE
method is presented in Figure 2. The LED lamp under test was placed in a socket on an
insulating sub-base 0.1 m high and supplied with 230 V AC (PS) via the CDN-M2 artificial
network. The disturbance signal via a 6 dB attenuator (T) was measured by an ESU-26
receiver (R). The components of the test setup, such as the LED lamp under test, the artificial
network, the attenuator, and the required isolation pads, were placed on a metal plane
(MP) connected to the reference ground of the 3 M TDK anechoic chamber. In accordance
with the requirements of the standard [2], the socket in which the LED lamp under test was
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placed was connected to the CDNE network with a 0.2 m long two-wire cable. To ensure
its required distance to the metal plane, it was placed on an insulated spacer 0.04 m high.
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Figure 2. Test setup for testing lighting devices using the CDME method in accordance with EN
55015:2013: PS—power supply, R– measuring receiver ESU-26, CDN-M2—coupling and decoupling
network, T—attenuator 6 dB, EUT—tested LED lamp, MP—grounded metal plate.

Although tests using the CDNE method do not require an anechoic chamber, the
measurements also were made in a 3 M TDK chamber (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Measuring stand for determination of conducted disturbance emissions generated by the
LED lamp under test in the range of 30 to 300 MHz using the CDNE method.

As previously mentioned, the signal output of the CDN network was connected to
the ESU-26 measurement receiver by means of a 6 dB attenuator and RF cable system. The
attenuation characteristics of the filter, the attenuation of the RF cables, and the voltage
division factor of the CDN-M2 network were included in the total signal balance of the
measurement path. The voltage division factor was measured according to the guidelines
in the standard. A test stand was designed for this purpose. The SML100A signal gener-
ator, Rohde & Schwarz power probe NRP-Z21, was used to measure the division factor
(Figure 4). The measured value of the voltage division factor for the network used for the
measurements is presented in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Frequency characteristics of the voltage division factor for Ericka Fiedler’s CDN-M2 network.

As in the SAC method, in the CDNE method, the measuring system was also controlled
by specialised software EMC32.

4. Experimental Section
4.1. Test Methodology

Four types of LED lamps were used to verify the SAC and CDNE methods. Their
selection was guided by the level of the electromagnetic disturbance they generated. The
parameters of the selected lamps for testing are summarised in Table 4. Lamps 5 W, 9 W,
15 W, and 18 W were selected for testing, respectively. The lamps selected for testing
allowed to test three scenarios. The first was when the lamp under test was characterised
by emission levels far removed from the limit values specified in the standard [6] for the
SAC and CDNE methods. The second was when the emission values of the lamp under test
were close to the limit values, and the third was when the lamp under test had emission
levels well above the limit values.
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Table 4. Basic parameters of the tested lamps.

Parameter Unit Lamp A Lamp B Lamp C Lamp D

1. Power W 9 5 15 18

2. Counterpart W 52 33 100 85

3. Luminance lm 680 360 1520 1220

4. Supply V 230 V/50 Hz 230 V/50 Hz 230 V/50 Hz 230 V/50 Hz

5. Colour K 3000 3000 4000 3000

6. Reliability h 40,000 50,000 20,000 50,000

7. No. of cycles Cycles 10,000 18,000 15,000 15,000

8. Class - A++ A+ A+ A

The following test chronology was adopted in this study: Firstly, the dispersion of
the disturbance signal values emitted by LED lamps of the same nominal power and
manufacturer was checked. For this purpose, three 18 W lamps were tested sequentially
once with the SAC method and then with the CDNE method. Then three 5 W lamps were
tested using both methods. These tests showed that there were no significant differences in
the achieved values of emitted disturbances between the groups for each method separately.
This made it possible to carry out further tests in such a way that each of the four LED
lamps from different manufacturers with powers of 5, 9, 15, and 18 W were first tested
using the SAC method and then using the CDNE method. For the SAC method, the
required frequency range of 30 to 300 MHz was divided into 60 intervals. In each interval,
one frequency value corresponding to the maximum emission level was obtained after
measurement with the peak detector. Then, for this frequency value, the emission level was
measured with a quasipeak QP detector. In this way, 60 QP values were obtained for each
of the tested lamps. It should be noted that the frequency values for which QP values were
obtained were different for each tested lamp. This is because each LED lamp has its own
characteristic spectrum of disturbance emission. Subsequently, each LED lamp was tested
using the CDNE method for the frequency values that the individual lamp had previously
obtained using the SAC method. Thus, a given lamp was tested first with SAC and then
with CDNE for the same frequency values. The recorded QP values obtained using the
SAC and CDNE methods for each tested lamp, together with the corresponding limits
(Limit) and margins (Margin), were then compared using the statistical tools available in
Statistica software v13. An analysis of the results showed different performance scenarios
for a given tested LED lamp once with the SAC method and then with the CDNE method.
The obtained results and their analysis are presented in the next subsections.

4.2. Test Results for LED Lamp A

The partial results obtained for the analysed LED lamp A are presented in Figure 6.
In Figure 6, from the left: the frequency values determined according to the adopted

methodology then the QP values expressed in dBµV, which were measured using the CDNE
method; the allowable limit values (Limit dB V) for this method and the calculated margin
values (Margin dB) as the difference between the allowable limit and the corresponding
measured QP value. Columns 5 to 7 show the values obtained for the same LED lamp
when tested using the SAC method. Already at this stage, the results show differences.
For example, for the frequency of 99.27 MHz, it can be seen that using the CDNE method,
the 9 W LED lamp tested obtained a not-insignificant margin value of 2.39 dB (Figure 6,
column 4). In contrast, the same lamp tested using the SAC method obtained a margin of
11 dB at this frequency (99.27 MHz). A graphical representation of the relationship between
the QP values and the acceptable limits obtained using the SAC and CDNE methods is
shown in Figure 7, where the differences between the values obtained with the two methods
at 99.27 MHz are highlighted.
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Statistical tools were used to compare the results obtained with the two methods.
When comparing the mean QP values calculated for the recorded QP values over the entire
frequency range (from 30 to 300 MHz), they were 44.35 dBµV for the CDNE method and
27.27 dBµV/m for the SAC method, respectively. When the CDNE method was used,
the recorded QP values showed a greater scatter around the mean value (44.35 dBµV)
of 4.98 dB (S-stat. deviation). The significant S-stat. deviation obtained is the result of
changes in the QP values, which increased in the frequency range from 30 to 100 MHz
with a decrease thereafter. Looking further at the value of the third quartile Q3, it can be
seen that 75% of the recorded QP values did not exceed 49.09 dBµV while the remaining
25% of the values had higher values reaching up to the recorded maximum QP value of
51.93 dBµV. In comparison, the value of the third quartile Q3 calculated for the QP values
obtained using the SAC method was 29.30 dBµV/m and is comparable to the mean and
median (Me) values. This means that 75% of all recorded values had values no greater
than 29.30 dBµV/m while the remaining 25% of recorded values had values greater than
that, reaching up to the recorded maximum QP value of 31.32 dBµV/m. One and the other
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values (i.e., 29.30 and 31.32 dBµV/m) show a large margin of over 8 dB with respect to the
applicable limit for the SAC method.

Based on the value of the first quartile, Q1 = 25.59 dBµV/m, it can be concluded that
25% of the recorded values had a margin of over 14 dB in relation to the limit. On this
basis, it can be noticed that the disturbance signal emitted by the 9 W LED lamp A had a
considerable margin of overlap with the limit value of the SAC method. Next, it can be
seen (Figure 7) that the recorded QP values with the SAC method are characterised, in
the case of this lamp, by a stable pattern of values over a wide frequency range, i.e., from
43.44 to 94.98 MHz, which is confirmed by analysis of the calculated values of the range (R)
and standard deviation (S). The range value is the difference between the highest recorded
value (max.) of 31.32 dBµV/m and the lowest recorded value (min.) of 19.83 dBµV/m,
giving R = 11.49 dBµV/m. The standard deviation calculated for the recorded QP values
has a small value of 2.75 dBµV/m (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Recorded QP values using the new and traditional method against the allowable limits for
LED lamp A under test, where: L—number of analysed values; AV—calculated average value; Min,
Max—minimum and maximum values; Q1, Me(Q2), Q3—first, second and third quartile; R—range;
and S—standard deviation.

The stock values can also be read from the margin values (Margin dB, Figure 8).
In the case under consideration, for the SAC method, the minimum margin value was
8.68 dB. This is the value calculated as the difference between the 40 dBµV/m limit and the
maximum value of the measured signal. The result obtained is very important because its
value indicates that the tested lamp had a considerable margin to the admissible limit, so it
passes the test. In contrast, the same lamp tested with the CDNE method obtained a margin
of 2.39 dB. In order to make a proper decision as to whether the tested 9 W LED lamp
A meets the requirements of the standard [6], the value of the margin (Figure 8, Margin
CDNE dB) defines the relation between the QP value, and the permissible limit (Limit)
is important. It is a very small margin value, which resulted in a negative decision that
the tested lamp does not meet the requirements of the standard [6] in the range of 30 to
300 MHz. This could be because the manufacturer or importer should make changes to the
electronic circuit to reduce the disturbance generated by the LED lamp.

On the other hand, the same LED lamp A tested using the SAC method obtained a
high margin, which allows us to conclude that this lamp meets the requirements of the
standard, i.e., the test result is positive. This example allows for the conclusion that the
use of the SAC method and the CDNE method for the same LED driver can give different
results, which will influence different decisions.

4.3. Test Results for LED Lamp B

When testing the 5 W LED lamp B, the opposite result scenario was obtained compared
to the 9 W LED lamp discussed earlier. The results obtained from testing the LED lamp B
with the CDNE and SAC methods show that the lamp meets the requirements of the EN IEC
55015:2019 standard if the CDNE method is used while it does not meet the requirements
of the standard if tested with the traditional SAC method. The results of the QP value
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obtained for this lamp are shown in Figure 9. The lamp tested with the SAC method
exceeded the limit value by 0.3 dB. (The EMC 32 programme calculates the margin value as
the difference between the allowable limit value and the recorded QP value, which gives a
negative value when exceeded. Therefore, the 5 W LED lamp B tested obtained a value
equal to −0.3 dB—Figure 10.) In contrast, the same lamp tested using the CDNE method
obtained a large stock margin value of 7.39 dB.
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The recorded QP values shown in Figure 9 have a decreasing trend and obtain large
marginal values of the allowable limits starting at about 40 MHz. Only in the initial
measurement frequency range, i.e., from 30 to 35.19 MHz, the analysed QP values had
an increasing trend. At 34.65 MHz and 35.19 MHz, the QP values reached a maximum of
55.36 dBµV and 40.30 dBµV/m for the CDNE method and the SAC method, respectively.
As can be seen from the statistical values shown in Figure 10, the values of the R range and
the statistical deviation S have similar values obtained in each measurement method. The
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decreasing trend of the analysed QP waveforms resulted in 75% of the recorded QP values
not exceeding 41.10 dBµV and 26.20 dBµV/m for the CDNE method and the SAC method,
respectively. It can be concluded that a significant proportion of the recorded QP values
had a large margin to the limit values. However, in EMC tests, the recorded QP values of
the disturbance signal emitted by the devices under test must not exceed the permissible
limit set normatively for the entire measurement frequency range. It is desirable that the
values of the disturbance signal have an adequate margin of the reserve to the limit value.
In the case in question, the QP values for LED lamp B tested with the SAC method were
exceeded by 0.3 dB, which results in a negative decision on the test result. In contrast, the
same lamp tested using the CDNE method achieved a large margin of the reserve, i.e.,
passes the test.

4.4. Test Results for LED Lamp C

LED lamp C with a nominal power of 15 W obtained positive test results with both
methods, i.e., it complies with the requirements of EN IEC 55015:2019. The waveforms
of the recorded QP values are shown in Figure 11, and the statistical results obtained are
shown in Figure 12. In the case of this LED lamp, very high margin values were obtained.
From the values of the third quartile Q3, it can be read that 75% of the recorded QP values
did not exceed the values of 39.51 dBµV and 24.12 dBµV/m for the CDNE method and the
SAC method, respectively. The highest recorded value obtained from the set of QP values
analysed was 44.50 dBµV when tested with the CDNE method and 28.57 dBµV/m with
the SAC method. Relating these values to the permissible limits for both methods results in
significant margin values (Margin dB, Figure 11) of 16.66 dB and 11.97 dB for the CDNE
and SAC methods, respectively. By analysing the calculated statistical measures (Figure 11),
it can be concluded that the recorded QP values by both methods are characterised by
similar values of standard deviation and range. Based on the values of the Q3 quartiles, it
can be concluded that 75% of the recorded QP values had a margin of up to 20.93 dB for
both methods while the remaining 25% had an even greater margin reaching 28.08 dB for
the CDNE method and 23.26 dB for the SAC method.
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4.5. Test Results for LED Lamp D

Another tested LED lamp D had a nominal power of 18 W. This lamp was negative in
both test methods. The recorded QP values presented against the permissible limits are
shown in Figure 13. As can be seen from Figure 13 and analysis of the data in Figure 14,
the recorded QP values exceed the permissible limits over a wide frequency range, i.e.,
from 31 MHz to about 230 MHz, when the CDNE method was used and from 31 MHz
to about 115 MHz when the traditional SAC method was used. Analysing the quartile
values when the CDNE method was used, it can be seen that 75% of the recorded QP
values had exceedances greater than −5.14 dB, of which, 25% of the recorded QP values
had exceedances greater than −16.02 dB. The maximum exceedance was −21.19 dB at
81.71 MHz for the CDNE method. In contrast, using the traditional SAC method, 75%
of the recorded QP values had exceedances greater than −0.15 dB, including 25% of the
values that exceeded the acceptable limit by −14.52 dB (this is the absolute value of −14.52
for the Q1 quartile, Figure 14). It can further be concluded that the exceedances occurring
above the permissible limits have significant values. The largest exceedance values are
indicated in Figure 13, i.e., −24.17 dB (the absolute value was 24.17 dB) at 37.74 MHz for
the SAC method.
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4.6. Summary of Selected Analysis Results for Tested Lamps

From the analyses presented in the earlier chapters, it can be concluded that out of
the four LED lamps tested with the two equivalent methods CDNE and SAC, only two
LED lamps obtained unambiguous test results. Figure 15 presents a summary of the most
important analysed values. The information on the value of the obtained margin was
decisive for whether the LED lamp under test achieved a positive result in the tests carried
out with the CDNE method and the SAC method. For the two LED lamps with 9 and
5 W power, alternating results were obtained. The 9 W LED lamp obtained a positive test
result with the SAC method and a negative result when the CDNE method was used. The
opposite results were obtained for the 5 W LED lamp B. The lamp obtained a positive
test result when tested using the CDNE method while it obtained a negative result when
tested using the SAC method. In contrast, the other LED lamps tested with 15 W and 18 W
obtained unambiguous results with both methods. The 15 W LED lamp C passed the test
using both the CDNE and SAC methods. This lamp achieved very high margin values
in relation to the applicable limits. A negative test result using both the CDNE and SAC
methods was achieved by the 18 W LED lamp. The recorded QP values showed significant
exceedances above the applicable limits for both methods.
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This study concluded that the SAC method and the equivalent CDNE method can, in
some cases, lead to ambiguous differing decisions, which can have negative consequences
not only legally but also economically.

5. Conclusions

The objective of this study was to compare two methods for measuring electromagnetic
disturbance emissions generated by light sources. The current EN 55015:2019-11 standard
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allows two equivalent methods to measure the radiated disturbance emissions of LED
lamps in the frequency range of 30 to 300 MHz. However, the SAC method requires a large
investment to build a test stand. Measurements must be carried out in a semianechoic
chamber. To reduce the cost of building a test stand, the CDNE method was introduced
in the previous edition of EN 55015:2013. With certain restrictions, this technique can
be used to measure electromagnetic disturbance, and the test result obtained should be
equivalent to that obtained using the SAC method. In particular, there is a provision in the
aforementioned standard that if the lighting device under test meets the requirements set
out for one of these methods, the device under test is considered to comply with EN55015.
However, can the CDNE method always be used equivalently and interchangeably with
the first traditional SAC method? The results obtained make it possible to state that the
SAC and CDNE methods are not equivalent test methods because they give different test
results, leading to ambiguity in deciding whether a given LED lamp tested meets or fails to
meet the requirements of the standard.

In a situation where the result is inconclusive, the question arises as to whether or not
the tested lamp meets the requirements of the standard and the basis that decides which
method is superior. In such disputable cases, in the opinion of the authors, the SAC method
should be used to solve the problem, which performs tests with the use of more advanced
techniques and measurement tools (in this method, tests are performed in an anechoic
chamber, the tested object is placed on a rotating measurement table, and the measurement
antenna on a special mast scans the values of disturbances in the horizontal and vertical axis
and changes its height in the range of 1 to 4 m). However, an unquestionable advantage of
the CDNE method is that the duration of the test is considerably shorter compared to that
of the SAC method. The abovementioned advantages of the CDNE method make it suitable
for use in quality control departments for EMC testing on production lines in industrial
plants. Of course, the previously obtained results for a given product in production must
be correlated with the results obtained using the SAC method. In further studies, the
authors intend to identify factors that, when eliminated, will enable both methods to be
used equally.
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